March 14, 2018 Bay Filly


1st dam

Hi On The List SI 95, by Streakin La Jolla. 2 wins to 3, $85,412, 2nd Pat Hyland Memorial S., finalista in the Ed Burke Million Futurity [G1]. Sister to HICLASS LA JOLLA SI 104. Dam of 2 foals of racing age, one to race.

2nd dam

Hiclass Cloned SI 95, by Royal Quick Dash. Winner at 2, $13,250, 2nd Black Gold 350 Futurity [R] [G3], finalista in the Black Gold Futurity Champ. [R] [G3]. Dam of 11 foals to race, 6 winners, including—

HICLASS LA JOLLA SI 104 (c. by Streakin La Jolla). 7 wins to 3, $349,118, Speedhorse Futurity [R] [G1], All American Juv. [R], Heritage Place Juvenile Inv. [R], 3rd All American Derby [G1], Texas Classic Derby [G1]. Sire.

Hi On The List SI 95 (f. by Streakin La Jolla). Stakes placed winner, above. Cloned With Class SI 110 (f. by Streakin La Jolla). 4 wins to 5, $34,171, finalista PCQHRA Breeders Futurity [G1]. Set NTR 400y in 0:19.691. Dam of—

Classy Seis SI 93. 2 wins to 4, 2019, $22,411, 2nd G.C.F.A. Dutchman S.

3rd dam

HICLASS GIRL SI 104, by Zevis TB. 7 wins to 3, $402,220, Heritage Place Futurity [R] [G2], Shebester Futurity, 2nd Rainbow Silver Cup [G1], World's Champ. Classic [G1], finalista in the Rainbow Derby [G1]. Sister to Elaina Rae SI 95 ($380,113, 2nd All American Fut. [G1]). Dam of 10 ROM, including—

A CHICK OF CLASS SI 96 (Chicks Beduino). 3 wins to 3, $161,824, Heritage Place Futurity [G1], 2nd Oklahoma Futurity [G2]. Dam of—

FIRST IN CLASS DBS SI 103. 3 wins to 8, $95,992, Leo S. [G1], finalista The Champ. At Sunland Park S. [G1], Remington Park Inv. Champ. [G1].

A TACKY CHICK SI 95. 4 wins to 5, $87,709, Indiana Grand Classic S. twice. Hiclass Explosion SI 103. 4 wins to 6, $56,798.

Hiclass Juliette SI 111 (Chicks Beduino). 4 wins to 8, ($20,159 USA), in Mexico, 2nd Derby Mexicano [G3], Mexico Derby Challenge, Clascio Beduino, finalista in the Campeonato Nacional Dia Del Charro [G3]. Dam of—

SF HICLASS HEART SI 92. 3 wins to 4, ($18,578 USA), in Mexico, Premio Cafeina Derby Division 2, finalista [R] [G3].

SF Top Class Heart SI 147. Winner to 6, ($9,460 USA), in Mexico, 2nd Alfonso Patino Martinez-Aceves S.—NTR.

Hiclass Cloned SI 95 (Royal Quick Dash). Stakes placed winner, above. Hiclass Kamikaze SI 96 (Separatist). 2 wins to 3, $16,005. Dam of—

Hiclass Man SI 104. 6 wins to 5, $62,780, 2nd Covered Bridges S. [G3], 3rd Mean Competitor S., finalista Remington Distance Champ. S. [G2].

Hiclass Attitude SI 86 (Chicks Beduino). Placed to 3. Dam of OSU Cowboy Attitude SI 110 ($85,930, 2nd Turf Paradise Distance Challenge S.).

ENGAGEMENTS: Los Alamitos Two Million Fut., Golden State Million Fut., Black Gold, PCQHRA Breeders’ Fut. & Derby.

Accredited Oklahoma Bred.
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